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| BACKGROUND
Mast cells (MCs) are hematopoietic cells that complete their differentiation exclusively in tissues. [1, 2] These unique elements of the human body are the main effector cells of IgE-mediated allergic disorders, but may additionally contribute to various other processes. [1] [2] [3] [4] Our current knowledge of human MCs is limited, partially as a result of the heterogeneous nature of the cells with diversity across types, tissues, subcompartments and differentiation stages ( [5] and references therein). We recently reported that foreskin MCs display interindividual variability but with clear-cut graduation among traits. [5] The skin itself is not a homogeneous organ, but displays diverse features in distinct locations. Thus, the specific requirements of each skin compartment are potential variables to shape its resident MCs.
| QUESTIONS ADDRESSED
We investigated whether MCs from two highly divergent skin subsets (female adult breast skin vs male juvenile foreskin) would display similar degrees of variability within each cohort. We also asked whether the skin subset influenced its MC population, that is to what extent MC features were tissue-imprinted (including specific location, age and sex) and to what degree they resulted from individualities beyond these parameters.
| EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
MCs were isolated from either foreskin (fs) or breast skin (bs) tissue, yielding >98% pure MC suspensions. [5] [6] [7] Cells were analysed for FcεRI expression (flow cytometry), tryptase and chymase activity, tryptase abundance (ImmunoCAP ™ ), histamine content and histamine release by FcεRI cross-linking. All experimental procedures are detailed in the online supplement.
| RESULTS

| Morphology and MC size
MCs from the two groups were morphologically indistinguishable.
However, fsMCs had a slightly, yet significantly greater average diam- 
| FcεRI expression and function display interindividual variability
As shown in Figure 1A , FcεRI expression varied strongly among individuals and this applied to fsMCs and bsMCs alike (CV 105.2%
and 117.6%, respectively). Note that the CV is defined as SD/mean, whereas the median is given in the figures because the data were typically not normally distributed. FcεRI-triggered histamine release likewise differed substantially, and both cohorts displayed a similar level of variance ( Figure 1B , CV 61.9% for fsMCs, 63.0 for bsMCs).
Collectively, bsMCs (like fsMCs) from certain subjects are highly susceptible to FcεRI-elicited responses, while those from other individuals are fairly resistant to this classic type of MC stimulation, as recently reported for fsMCs. [5] Variability in either FcεRI expression or in stimulated histamine release was not accompanied by general differences between the compartments, substantiating that individual manifestation of these traits may be driven by factors not primarily afforded by the skin site itself (including different sex or age).
| Granule-associated mediators
MC granules are the most salient feature of the lineage, and the mediators they harbour are relevant to many MC functions and clinical settings. [2, 8] Focusing on the cellular amount of histamine, the primary target of anti-allergic drugs, we found relatively little variation within each cohort (CV bsMCs: 34.7% vs fsMCs: 21.7%), but a difference between fsMCs and bsMCs ( Figure 2 ). In fact, bsMCs contained ≈70% or ≈63% of the fsMC amount by mean or median, respectively (fsMCs vs bsMCs: mean 2.94 vs 2.05 pg/cell; median 2.94 vs 1.87 pg/cell). The MC-specific proteases, which are barely expressed by non-MCs, [3, 8] (bsMCs) for chymase, tryptase activity and tryptase protein, respectively ( Figure 2 ).
Both proteases showed statistically tangible differences between the cohorts, yet in opposite ways. Chymase activity was lower in bsMCs vs fsMCs (84% by mean, 68% by median), while tryptase protein appeared higher in bsMCs (196% by mean, 212% by median), although the number of samples was fairly low. Tryptase activity tended to be higher in bsMCs, even if less pronounced (150% by mean, 118% by median). Together, granule mediators seem to be influenced by the skin compartment, and this primarily applies to histamine.
| CONCLUSIONS
We show that similar levels of MC variability exist in different skin locations. For all features investigated, the variance was equal or (slightly)
higher for bsMCs, but this partially reflects the lower number of bsMC samples included in most analyses. Importantly, the variability in IgER expression and function, as observed recently, [5] is not restricted to a particular skin location, age range or sex, but seems a general phenomenon brought about by individual factors. Consistently, no general differences in skin MC number or distribution due to sex or age could be detected in an earlier study. [9] Because there is diversity within each group, while no difference is found between the groups, general traits of a particular skin compartment do not seem dominant contributors to IgER-triggered releasability. MCs from all donors can become high responders in optimal environments, [7] Therefore, this likewise precludes genetic differences of the MCs themselves as the sole regulators of FcεRI responsiveness. Regardless of the molecular background, it seems plausible that variability in the FcεRI pathway potentially contributes to the divergent proneness of sensitized individuals to manifest allergic disorders.
The micromilieu provided by a particular skin compartment may nevertheless also shape its MCs in a general, donor-independent way, as exemplified by the granule constituents, especially histamine, which showed significant differences between groups. Interestingly, chymase and histamine were both higher in fsMCs, whereas the opposite was true for tryptase. Because of substantial overlap, the differences for tryptase and chymase seem rather subtle, however, and were revealed thanks to the large amount of samples available for the study (Figure 2 ).
Collectively, interindividual MC variability can be found in different skin compartments. It is particularly pronounced for the IgER pathway. MCs are likely moulded by multiple factors both emanating from the immediate vicinity within the skin and provided systemically. The future challenge will be to pinpoint the major contributors, which create the interindividual differences.
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| BACKGROUND
Allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) is a common skin disease caused by skin contact with chemicals that induce T-cell-mediated inflammation and cytotoxicity. [1, 2] While the processes of sensitization and elicitation are well investigated using the mouse model of contact hypersensitivity (CHS), mechanisms that determine the resolution of the inflammatory response are less well understood. Previously, it has been suggested that IL-10 plays a crucial role in the resolution of ACD; however, the exact source of IL-10 in the skin remained elusive [3] (s1, s2).
| QUESTIONS ADDRESSED
To investigate in more detail the cellular sources of IL-10 during CHS in skin and draining lymph nodes.
| EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
CHS to DNFB was studied in IL-10 transcriptional reporter (Vert-X) mice [4] and mice with selective IL-10 deficiency in CD8 + T cells (IL-10 FL/FL E8 I -Cre + mice). [5, 6] For full details of materials and methods, see Data S1.
| RESULTS
Compared to wild-type mice, Vert-X mice had a normal CHS response to DNFB (Fig. S1 ). More than 85% of the IL-10-expressing cells in the skin were T cells ( Figure 1A) . Analysis of the IL-10-eGFP expression in T cells isolated from ear skin at 24, 72 and 120 h after challenge revealed a CD8 + IL-10-expressing T cell population in addition to the expected IL-10-expressing CD4 + T cells ( Figure 1B,C) . This was not
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